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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ First written by Russell (Russ) Ballard in 1976 on his album Winning.

■ Covered by the band Rainbow in 1979 on their album Down to Earth and became a top 
10 UK single. 

■ Described as one of the best rock songs of all time.

Musical 
Contexts

Rainbow -  A British rock band led by guitarist 
Ritchie Blackmore that has operated in different 
times and with different personnel (except for 
Ritchie) from 1975 to the present.  Their 
commercial breakout came with Since You’ve 
Been Gone in 1979.   They play in Pop-Rock style 
(Hard Rock, Heavy Metal). 

Russell (Russ) Ballard – Singer, Guitarist, 
Songwriter and Producer.    Lead vocalist and 
guitarist for the band Argent who became a 
successful songwriter and producer in the 
1970s.   His compositions Since You’ve Been 
Gone and I Surrender became hits for 
Rainbow.



Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Instrumentation (Timbre) 
- Rock Band: Drum kit, lead and bass guitars, 

keyboard, lead singer
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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Tempo   
- Moderately bright rock beat  ( approx. 121 bpm)
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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Dynamics 
- Mainly forte, although bridge is slightly quieter
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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Rhythm  
– Lots of different rhythms used: clear riff pattern is evident, rhythms 

of the melody looks complex but follows the rhythms of the words; 
syncopation 

– 4/4 time throughout except one 2/4 bar in the intro) 
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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Texture
- Homophonic: melody plus accompaniment
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Homophonic: a texture in which 
all the voices or parts move together 
in chordal fashion, or where one part 
has the melody and the other parts 
accompany.



Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Melody and pitch
- Mainly conjunct (stepwise) and within quite a range vocally (from   

G to top D)
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Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Tonality 
- Major
- G major then in A major after bridge
- The bridge has brief moments in E minor and C major
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Home Key: the main 
key of a piece of music, 
i.e. the key in which the 
music starts, and ends



Since You’ve Been Gone

■ Harmony
- Diatonic

(more info available from chord sheet and section by section analysis)
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■ Rhythm – distinctive riff
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          1         &       2       &        3        &       4        &



■ Rhythm – distinctive riff
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1       &       2       &      3       &      4       &
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1         &       2       &        3        &       4        &

■ Rhythm – distinctive riff
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1          &          2          &                  1           2           3            4            1           2          3           4    

■ Rhythm – distinctive riff
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Since You’ve Been Gone
■ Harmon

y   
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Slash 
Chords

In popular music, where the exact arrangement of notes is 
less important than some other forms, slash chords are 
generally used only when the specific bass note is 
important. A common example in guitar based music is in 
the I-V-vi progression, in which the V chord is a passing 
chord. By placing the third of the V chord in the bass, a 
descending scale, also known as a walkdown, is created in 
the bass. For example, in the key of G major this would be 
the chords G, D/F♯, Em. That progression has the 
descending bassline G, F♯, E. This type of slash chord 
contains diatonically occurring notes. Walkdown: a bass line that is 

descending stepwise from chord to 
chord (with the help from the use of  
inversions or slash chords). 

G        D/F#        E min   D

G          F#           E          D
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■ Harmon
y Secondary Dominant: A chord or

7th chord acting as dominant that resolves 
to a chord that is not the tonic of the key. 
A dominant of a dominant or a V of V being 
the most common type.

Borrowed Chord: a chord 
borrowed from the parallel key 
(major or minor with same tonic)
In pop music this is commonly 
the bVI, bIII or bVII chord.

 G major

G minor

I       ii       iii     IV         V      vi     viidim. 

i      bII     bIII     iv       vdim. bVI   bvii 

G      Amin   Bmin  C         D     Emin  F#dim

Gmin  Ab    Bb    Cmin    Ddim  Eb   Fmin

V/V                          V (in G major) 

A                            D

Secondary 
Dominant



■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Intro (bars 1-10)
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IV                V   (imperfect cadence in G)

Mixed meter: bars with 
a different number of beats 
than the time signature.

Intro (bars 1-10) NOTES 
Tempo: moderately bright rock beat
Texture: homophonic
Dynamics: forte until bar 9-10  vocal“oohs” 
which are piano.
Rhythm: syncopated riff (see slide 15)



■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Verse 1  (bars 11-18)  & Verse 2 (bars 11-18)
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G              D/F#             Emin            D                   C               G/B                 A                              D

Verse 1 (bars 11-18) NOTES 
Rhythm: rhythms of accompaniment follow 
the rhythmic patterns of the melody.
-The vocal melody always starts with an off-beat 
entry in verse. 
- Two 4 bar phrase each with the same chords. 
Lyrics: Syllabic

G               D/F#            Emin             D                   C               G/B                   A                              D

V/V (II)               V (imperfect cadence)

walkdown

slash chords

secondary 
dominant

secondary 
dominant



■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Pre-chorus (bars 19-22)
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Rhythm: piano part plays repeated quavers.
- Guitars (bass/electric) join to play distinctive 
and strong syncopated bass pattern. 
Harmony: borrowed chords from the parallel minor
used as is very common in pop music. 
- Rate of harmonic change has slowed down.

ivmin7 V (imperfect cadence)

bVI                            bVII                                bVI                       
bVII



■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Chorus (Bars 23-45)
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2Chorus (bars 23-34) NOTES 

Harmony:  follows the melody using the introductory
riff for first 8 bars and bar 34 (like bar 4 or intro).
This is the ‘hook’ of the song. Chords are same as intro.
Bars 31-33 (“oh”s) show a development to the melodic and 
rhythmic pattern with bass still using same riff.
Vocals: syllabic until ”oh”s which are melismatic.

IV          V   (imperfect cadence)



■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Bridge (Bars 35-45)
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Harmony: stepwise movement in bass but ascending, brief 
modulation (secondary dominant) to E min and C. Power chord in 
bar 45 with no 3rd (D5 chord). Same chords each 5 bar phrase.
Texture: Homophonic   Keyboard: improvises above chords

Conjunct/stepwise ascending bass

V/vi          vi 
brief modulation

V/IV       
IV

brief modulation

8vb Instrumental – solo lead guitar 
melody

Vocal join guitar with 
lyrics

This played an octave
lower than written 
here!!!

This played as 
written

iimi7     V   (imperfect cadence)



Since You’ve Been Gone
■ Harmony, structure, details 

– Chorus 3 (bars 46-60)

■ Harmony, structure, details 
– Chorus 4 and fade out (bars 61-68, 69-fade)

Chorus 3 (bars 46-60) NOTES 
Harmony: modulation up a tone to A major. This is very common in pop music. 
- Different chords in bar 55 and 57 (F or bVI chord)
Vocals: vocal lines in harmony as lead singer sings along with pre-recorded vocal tracks
Lead guitar and accompaniment: busier and more active lead guitar part from bar 54. 
Form: slightly longer chorus which also has a 4 steady crotchet bass and bass drum part leading into the last chorus. 

Chorus 4 and fade out (bars 61-68, bar 69-fadeout) NOTES 
-8 bars of solo work by lead guitar over the introductory section (instrumental chorus)
-then lead singer with a repeat of chorus but with fade after 6 bars. 


